this is a letter from 1747 to the mercure de France of an alleged burgundian lady of qualities. her complaint against the deplorable state of the monsters in the tragédie lyrique or tragédie en musique -an opera genre introduced by lully and Quinault in 1673 -is most probably ironical. in the enlightened century, this pretended lady from a provincial salon worries about the deteriorating theatrical representation of monsters. she puts that it is necessary that one never sees monsters without experiencing emotion. the monsters on stage should launch heroic actions, such as perseus' rescue of andromeda. however, the monsters used in the performances which the alleged lady saw were so trivial that their threat is restricted to the minimum. the actual effect of the monsters is deemed as utterly ridiculous.
although the lady claims that in past times the theatrical monsters had been far better represented, in reviews and reflections on the French stage of the mid-seventeenth and eighteenth century the ridiculing of monsters and other machinery and the complaint for their failure were commonplace. la Fontaine, for example, wrote in 1677 that it was not infrequent in performances of operas that the flying chariot of a god broke down and that the singer was clinging on a rope crying for help.2 during the heights of the tragédie lyrique, theatre machinery was increasingly used and their failures all the more discussed. a letter of 1727 on the paris reprise of Bellérophon by lully-Quinault (1679), reports that a huge dragon suddenly fell apart while from its stomach a half-naked boy appeared who was operating the machine.3 even in rousseau's Julie ou la Nouvelle Héloise from 1761, we read ironical comments on the use of flying gods and threatening monsters in the opera.4 despite those frequent comments on the use of machinery in French lyrical theatre, the letter to the mercure de France points at the fact that the ideal employment of monsters and other impressive machinery on French music theatre nonetheless could cause this special feeling called 'goose flesh' and which could 'stir up violent feelings in the spectator's heart'. the only way this could be achieved is when, 'several rules, several fixed principles on the deployment of monsters were added to the system of poetics.' therefore, the idea comes to the fore that the use of machinery can be evaluated following specific rules and principles. if these are complied with, the delightful horror on stage can be fully appreciated.
this essay will deal with the aspired effect of excessive machinery in theories on French performing arts from 1650 until 1750. as we will try to make clear, many theatre critics put forward that machinery and scenography could arouse an intensive response. in the second half of the seventeenth century, the ideal onlooker had to be able to get totally
